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Coupling of transcription and DNA repair in
bacteria is mediated by transcription-repair
coupling factor (TRCF, the product of the
mfd gene), which removes transcription
elongationcomplexes stalledatDNA lesions
and recruits the nucleotide excision repair
machinery to the site. Here we describe the
3.2 A˚-resolutionX-raycrystal structureofEs-
cherichia coli TRCF. The structure consists
of a compact arrangement of eight domains,
including a translocation module similar
to the SF2 ATPase RecG, and a region of
structural similarity to UvrB. Biochemical
and genetic experiments establish that an-
other domain with structural similarity to the
Tudor-like domain of the transcription elon-
gation factor NusG plays a critical role in
TRCF/RNA polymerase interactions. Com-
parison with the translocation module of
RecG as well as other structural features in-
dicate that TRCF function involves large-
scale conformational changes. These data,
alongwith a structural model for the interac-
tion of TRCF with the transcription elonga-
tion complex, provide mechanistic insights
into TRCF function.
INTRODUCTION
In both eukaryotic and bacterial cells, it is well established
that DNA damage in actively transcribing genes is repaired
more rapidly than in inactive regions of the genome (Bohr
et al., 1985; Mellon and Hanawalt, 1989), pointing to a con-
served process in which the template strand, directly read
by the RNA Polymerase (RNAP), is targeted for preferential
repair. This process, called transcription-coupled repair(TCR), is triggered by an elongating RNAP stalled at lesions
in the DNA template.
In contrast to the complex process of eukaryotic TCR
(Svejstrup, 2002), bacteria have a simple couplingmachinery
comprising a single polypeptide, the superfamily 2 (SF2) Mfd
ATPase (Selby and Sancar, 1993). Isolated forty years ago,
the Escherichia coli mfd mutant strain is deficient in ‘‘mu-
tation frequency decline,’’ a reduction in the frequency of
nonsense suppressor mutations that occurs when protein
synthesis is inhibited subsequent to mutagenic treatment
(Witkin, 1966; Bockrath and Palmer, 1977). The mutant
strain is also sensitive to ultraviolet (UV) radiation (Selby
and Sancar, 1993) and expresses SOS functions at lower
UV exposures (George and Witkin, 1975). The mfd strain
lacks gene- and strand-specific DNA repair, and the Mfd
protein is, in fact, the bacterial transcription-repair coupling
factor (TRCF) (Selby and Sancar, 1993). TRCF was shown
to be necessary and sufficient for TCR in vivo and in vitro
and to express two activities: (1) relief of transcription-de-
pendent inhibition of nucleotide excision repair (NER) by rec-
ognition and ATP-dependent removal of a stalled RNAP cov-
ering the damaged DNA; and (2) stimulation of DNA repair by
recruitment of the Uvr(A)BC endonuclease (Selby and San-
car, 1990, 1993; Selby et al., 1991). Details of both steps
in the coupling reaction are poorly defined, in part due to
the lack of structural information on TRCF.
TRCF function results in the complete dissociation of the
highly stable ternary elongation complex (TEC), with release
of the DNA template and RNA transcript from the RNAP.
Thus, along with intrinsic termination (requiring a properly
positioned RNA hairpin structure in the transcript) and r-de-
pendent termination (requiring the termination factor r),
TRCF is one of only three known transcription termination
mechanisms in bacterial cells. The mechanism of TRCF-in-
duced termination is unique—TRCF uses its ATPase motor
to translocate on dsDNA upstream of the transcription bub-
ble, inducing forward translocation of the RNAP and ulti-
mately bubble collapse and transcript release if forward
translocation of the RNAP is blocked (Park et al., 2002; Rob-
erts and Park, 2004). In contrast to RNAP release, even less
is known about Uvr(A)BC recruitment by TRCF except that it
relies on direct physical interaction with the UvrA subunit
(Selby and Sancar, 1993; Selby and Sancar, 1995a).Cell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 507
Table 1. Crystallographic Data and Refinement Statistics for apo TRCF
Space Group: C2; Two Molecules per Asymmetric Unit
Cell Dimensions (A˚): a = 151.9 b = 162.0 c = 161.7 b = 105.1º
Wavelength (A˚) 0.97899 R factora 23.4% (data with jFj > 0)
Resolution (A˚) 40-3.2 Rfree factor
b 29.5%
(Outer shell) 3.3-3.2 (Reflections in test set) 5%
Reflections measured 300,181 Rmsd bond length (A˚) 0.011
(Unique) 122,388 Rmsd bond angles (º) 1.490
Completeness (%) 99.9
(In outer shell) 99.9 Ramachandran plot statistics
Mean I/s(I) 12.4 Residues in most favored regions 80.7%
(In outer shell) 2.5 Residues in additional allowed regions 17.9%
Rsym
a (%) 0.08 Residues in generously allowed regions 1.4%
(In outer shell) 37.7 Residues in disallowed regions 0
a Rsym = SjI  <I>j/SI where I = observed intensity and <I> = average intensity of multiple observations of symmetry-related reflections.
b Rcryst = SjFo  FcI/SjFoj where Fo and Fc are observed and calculated structure factors, respectively.TRCF function is not restricted to TCR but extends to cel-
lular processes that are regulated by roadblocks to RNAP
elongation, such as catabolite repression (Zalieckas et al.,
1998; Zeng et al., 2000) and prevention of phage l superin-
fectivity by phage HK022 Nun-dependent termination
(Washburn et al., 2003). TRCF also plays a role in resolving
conflicts between the transcription and DNA replication ma-
chineries (Trautinger et al., 2005). To provide a structural
framework for understanding TRCF-dependent processes
and a guide for future studies aimed at dissecting the precise
mechanismof bacterial TCR,wedetermined the X-ray crystal
structure of full-length E. coli apo-TRCF at 3.2 A˚ resolution.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural Overview
E. coli TRCF was crystallized, and its structure was deter-
mined by single-wavelength anomalous dispersion using
data collected from crystals of selenomethionyl-substituted
TRCF (Deaconescu and Darst, 2005). The structure was re-
fined to anR/Rfree of 0.234/0.295 at 3.2 A˚ resolution (Table 1;
Figures 1A, S1, and S2). Although the asymmetric unit of
the crystals contains two 130 kDa TRCF molecules, size-
exclusion chromatography indicates that TRCF exists as a
monomer in solution (data not shown). The two NCS-related
monomers show only minor conformational variability; the
a carbons of the two molecular traces are superimposable
with root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 0.75 A˚. Molecule
A (average B factor = 45.72 A˚2) is substantially better ordered
than molecule B (average B factor = 55.22 A˚2; Table S1).
The TRCF structure consists of a compact but complex
arrangement of eight structural domains referred to as
D1a, D1b, and D2–D7 (Figures 1B, 2, and S3; Table S1).
The structure resembles a tripod vessel (height = 65 A˚,508 Cell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.maximum diameter = 110 A˚), with legs formed by structural
elements belonging to D4, D5, and D6 and a ‘‘handle’’ con-
sisting of the C-terminal D7. All domains contribute residues
to the concave surface of the vessel (seen in the ‘‘top’’ view
of the intact molecule in Figure 1B). D5 and D6 mediate con-
tacts between the NCS-related monomers.
Some of the structural domains can be grouped into func-
tional modules. Thus, D1a/D2/D1b form the UvrB homology
module (Figures 1B and 2) and are named according to the
UvrB nomenclature (Theis et al., 1999). As we will show
below, D4 comprises an RNAP Interacting Domain (RID).
D5/D6 comprise the translocation module and will be called
TD1 (Translocation Domain 1) and TD2, respectively (Figures
1B and 2). Most of the modules or domains are linked with
the adjacent domains or modules in the TRCF sequence
by flexible linkers (Figures 1B and 2). The UvrB homology
module is linked to D3 by a 13-residue, U-shaped loop
(D1b-D3 linker, Figure 1B). D3 is linked to D4 by an extended
25-residue linker that traverses 40 A˚ from one side of the
molecule to the other (D3-D4 linker). The translocation mod-
ule is linked to D7 by a 25 A˚, extended 12-residue loop (D6-
D7 linker). The average of the atomic B factors for the linkers
is substantially higher than for the domains that they link (Ta-
ble S1), suggesting that these segments comprise flexible
linkers connecting the functional modules. This structural ar-
chitecture suggests that TRCF may undergo large-scale
conformational changes during the course of its functional
cycle, an idea that is supported by other structural details de-
scribed below.
Translocation Module
A distinctive feature of TRCF is a long, straight a helix that
serves as a key structural element connecting D4 to the
translocation module (TD1/TD2; Figures 1–3). This helix,
Figure 1. Structure of E. coli TRCF
(A) Top and side views showing an a carbon backbone ribbon representation of the E. coli apo-TRCF structure color-coded as a ramp from blue (N ter-
minus)/cyan/green/yellow/orange/red (C-terminus). The hook and Relay Helix (RH) structural features are labeled.
(B) (top) Schematic representation of TRCF domain architecture. The horizontal bar represents the 1148-residue E. coli TRCF primary sequence (every 100
residues are marked by a vertical white line). Structural domains are represented as thick bars, thin bars represent linkers connecting the domains. The
domains are labeled and color-coded as follows: D1a, dark blue; D2, cyan; D1b, light blue; D3, orange; D4, magenta; D5, yellow; D6, green; D7, red.
D1a/D2/D1b contain a region of sequence similarity with UvrB (white box) (Selby and Sancar, 1993). D4 is an RNAP Interacting Domain (RID). D5/D6,
also called TD1/TD2 (Translocation Domain), respectively, contain the seven SF2 helicase motifs (denoted by white boxes and labelled; Gorbalenya and
Koonin, 1993), share the TRG motif with RecG (Chambers et al., 2003; Mahdi et al., 2003), and make up the translocation module. (bottom) In the middle
is the top view of E. coli TRCF, color-coded as in the schematic above. The structural domains are shown asmolecular surfaces, while the linkers connecting
the domains are shown as backbone worms. Ribbon representations of the individual modules are shown around the outside.which we call the relay helix (RH), is largely solvent-exposed
except for interactions with two helices from TD2 that wrap
around the RH to form a hook-like structure (Figures 1–3)
reminiscent of that observed in RecG (Singleton et al., 2001).
The seven SF2 ATPase signature motifs (Gorbalenya and
Koonin, 1993) of TRCF cluster together at the interface be-
tween TD1 and TD2 in an arrangement similar to that ob-
served in other ATPases (colored red in Figure 3A). Both do-
mains of this motor module are strikingly similar in sequence
and structure to the corresponding domains of RecG, whichis a key player in replication fork damage bypass (Selby and
Sancar, 1993; Singleton et al., 2001). More recently, the
mechanistic implications of this homology have become
clear, as TRCF was shown to function, like RecG, not as
a helicase but as a dsDNA translocase (Park et al., 2002).
Despite significant effort in soaking or cocrystallization of
TRCF with nucleotides or nucleotide analogs, we have
been unable to collect usable crystallographic data for nucle-
otide bound TRCF. In order to gain insight into potential con-
formational rearrangements during the nucleotide hydrolysisCell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 509
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cycle, we compared the translocation module of apo-TRCF
with that of Thermotoga maritima RecGADP complexed
with a three-way DNA junction (PDB ID 1GM5; Singleton
et al., 2001). The interdomain packing angle of TD1 and
TD2 is very different in apo-TRCF, with TD2 undergoing
a large 97º rotation and a centroid translation of 9 A˚ relative
to TD1 (Figure 3A). This results in a conformation that is sig-
nificantly more open compared to the one observed in
RecGADP andmay reflect the disposition of these domains
before DNA binding. Unlike RecG, TRCF requires ATP for
DNA binding (Selby and Sancar, 1995a).
Mutations in TRCF affecting DNA binding have not been
described, and details of the path of the DNA across the
translocase module have remain ill-defined. The duplex por-
tion of the DNA substrate in the RecG structure does not ex-
tend across the translocase domains, but the availability of
the crystal structure of the ATPase core of theSulfolobus sol-
fataricus SF2 dsDNA translocase Swi2/Snf2 bound to
a 25mer DNA duplex (Durr et al., 2005) allowed us to position
the DNA relative to TD1 (Figure S4). Although not closely re-
lated in sequence, both Swi2/Snf2 and TRCF are SF2
dsDNA translocases that share a RecA-type catalytic core.
Like RecG, Swi2/Snf2 does not require ATP to bind DNA.
In the (nucleotide-free) Swi2/Snf2 DNA complex, TD2 is lo-
cated such that its ATPase motifs are exposed on the sur-
face of Swi2/Snf2 and donation of catalytic residues to the
active site cleft is prevented (Figure S4). Least-square super-
position of TD1 of TRCF and Swi2/Snf2 (rmsd of 5.5 A˚ over
147 core residues) places the DNA duplex in the TD1/TD2
interdomain groove of TRCF such that TD1 presents a posi-
tively charged patch exposing highly conserved R685, K712,
and H738 along with moderately conserved Q692 and R737
(Figures 2 and S4). Compared to Swi2/Snf2, TD2 of TRCF
moves away from the duplex due to a 177º rotation and
a 25 A˚ centroid translation. This large-scale movement is ar-
ticulated, as in RecG, about a hinge located in the TD1/TD2
interdomain linker (Figure 3A). This is consistent with numer-
ous structural studies of SF1 and SF2 ATPases which
demonstrate that nucleotide status controls TD1/TD2 inter-
domain packing angle (Caruthers and McKay, 2002).
Superposition of TD1 and TD2 with the homologous mo-
tor domains of RecG separately reveals further conforma-
tional changes in addition to the rigid-body swiveling motion
of TD2. Most striking is the RH, which in our structure is
straight and rigid, while in RecG it adopts a bent conforma-
tion with maximal deviation of 22 A˚ at the N-terminal tip (Fig-
ure 3A). Other differences involve signature ATPase ‘‘switch’’
regions. In particular, nucleotide binding switch I (Walker A) isdisplaced, with rmsd of 2.5 A˚ relative to the conformation
seen in RecG, and it extends into the interdomain cleft in
a conformation stabilized by a salt bridge between Asp629
and Lys634 and a constellation of aromatic interactions in-
volving Phe632, Phe599, and Phe597. In this conformation,
the Walker A motif is incompatible with nucleotide binding
(Figure 3B).
Of particular interest to understanding the TRCF structure-
function relationship are the large conformational differences
seen in the TRG (translocation in RecG) motif (Figures 3C
and 3D). This helical-hairpin structure is highly conserved
between the RecG and TRCF families (Figure 2). In RecG,
this motif has been shown to couple nucleotide hydrolysis
(sensed by the conserved arginine finger of motif VI seen in
Figure 3C) to duplex translocation through reorganization
of a constellation of hydrogen bonds involving two invariant
arginines and a conserved negative charge (D889 in TRCF;
Figure 2) precedingmotif VI (Mahdi et al., 2003). A similar pic-
ture has emerged in TRCF, where the TRG motif is essential
for RNAP-release (Chambers et al., 2003). Mutations of key
residues in this region (highlighted in Figure 3C) lead to func-
tional defects—alanine sustitutions of absolutely conserved
R953 or Q963 (Figure 2) completely abolished TRCF-medi-
ated release both in vitro and in vivo, while DNA binding
and nucleotide hydrolysis functions remained intact. Similar
but less drastic effects were observed for alanine substitu-
tions of R929 and H948, both highly conserved as basic res-
idues (Chambers et al., 2003). These results suggest that the
TRG motif functions as a key link between ATP hydrolysis
and conformational changes that result in DNA translocation
(Mahdi et al., 2003).
In the ADP bound RecG structure, the TRGmotif forms an
antiparallel helical hairpin (blue in Figure 3D), positioning
highly conserved R704 and R725 (corresponding to TRCF
R929 and R953) in an electrostatically unfavorable interac-
tion. In stark contrast, in apo-TRCF, the helical hairpin snaps
open. The first helix containing R929 overlays well with the
corresponding helix in RecG, but the second helix is dis-
placed outward such that R929 and R953 are separated
by about 20 A˚ (Figure 3C). R929 is hydrogen-bonded to
the main chain carbonyl of F891 and conserved D889, while
R953 interacts with absolutely conserved D949. In addition,
the helix corresponding to helicase motif VI (red in Figure 3C)
tilts toward the TRG motif, inserting itself between the two
TRG-motif helices and promoting the open conformation
of the TRG helices seen in TRCF. The second TRG helix, lon-
ger than that found in RecG, continues not with a (partially
disordered) loop but with two well-defined a helicesFigure 2. Sequence Characteristics of TRCF
The E. coli TRCF primary sequence (residues 50–1100) is shown in one-letter amino acid code with the amino acid numbering shown in the scale directly
above the sequence. The sequence above the scale shows the consensus amino acid (> 50%) at each position in an alignment of 65 TRCF sequences,
while the histogram at the top denotes the level of sequence identity at each position. Sequence identity of 100% is indicated by a tall red bar; less than 40%
is indicated by a short blue bar; intermediate levels are represented by orange, light green, and light blue bars. Colored bars within the sequence and scale
itself denote selected conserved residues discussed in the text (blue, conserved basic residues; red, acidic residues; green, absolutely conserved Q963;
yellow, hydrophobic residues). SF2 ATPase and TRG motifs are shaded gray. Structural characteristics are shown below the sequence. The domain ar-
chitecture is denoted by the colored bars (color-coded as in Figure 1B). Secondary structure elements are denoted with white rectangles (a helices)
and black arrows (b strands).Cell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 511
Figure 3. The TRCF Translocation Module
(A) (left) Ribbon representation showing the top view of TRCFwith the translocation module (TD1, yellow; TD2, green) highlighted. (right) Translocation mod-
ules of TRCF (TD1, yellow; TD2, green but with the seven helicase motifs colored red) and RecGADP (Singleton et al., 2001). The a carbon backbones are
shown as worms with the Mg2+/ADP from the RecG structure shown in transparent space-filling format (magenta/pink). The structures are superimposed
on TD1 only, revealing the large conformational change of TD2 (97º rotation about the TD1/TD2 hinge, 9 A˚ centroid translation). The significant bend in the
RecG-RH compared with the straight TRCF-RH is also illustrated, resulting in a 22 A˚ displacement of the helix N-terminal end.
(B) Side-by-side views of the nucleotide binding sites of TRCF (left) and RecG (right). The Walker A motif (P loop) is shown in red, TD1 in yellow, and TD2 in
green. Amino acid side-chains of TRCF discussed in the text are shown and labeled. RecG is colored gray with the bound ADP (pink) and Mg2+ (magenta)
shown in space-filling representation.
(C) Side-by-side views of the translocation modules of TRCF (left) and RecG (right), illustrating the conformational changes in the RH, helicase motif VI (red),
TRG motif (blue), and the hook. The two views are aligned such that TD2 of each molecule is in the identical orientation. Side chains of key residues are
shown.512 Cell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.
Figure 4. UvrB Homology Module
(A) Backbone worms of D1a/D2/D1b of B. caldotenax UvrB (gray worm, except that the b hairpin is highlighted in magenta) (Truglio et al., 2004) and TRCF
(D1a, dark blue; D2, cyan; D1b, light blue) superimposed on D1a and D1b. Although D2 alone (boxed) superimposes well between the two structures, the
superimposition shown reveals a 26º rigid-body rotation of D2 with respect to D1a/D1b. The black oval indicates the proposed path of the DNA in UvrB,
located in a groove between domains 1a and 3 (not shown) and bisected by the b hairpin.
(B) (top) Ribbon representation showing the top view of TRCF with D2 (cyan) and D7 (red) highlighted. The putative UvrA binding surface on D2 (which is
blocked in an interface with D7) is indicated. (bottom) Surface properties of D2 viewed directly into the putative UvrA binding surface. On the left, the elec-
trostatic surface potential is color-coded red and blue for electrostatic potentials < 8 kT and > +8 kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature (calculated using GRASP) (Nicholls et al., 1991). On the right, residues conserved between UvrB and TRCF in the UvrA binding surface are
highlighted, with green denoting residues implicated in UvrA binding by the mutational study of (Truglio et al., 2004). The boundary of the D2/D7 interdomain
interface is outlined in black.comprising the hook. The hook helicesmake extensive, con-
served hydrophobic interactions with the RH. For instance,
W550 and V561 of the RH make van der Waal’s interactions
with I970 and Y975 (respectively) of the hook, and each of
these positions is highly conserved as a hydrophobic residue
(Figure 2). The RH/hook interaction may play a role in stabi-
lizing the straight RH seen in the TRCF conformation.
In this view, the TRG motif serves as a spring-loaded
structural element. The closed conformation of the TRGmo-
tif seen in RecG may be inherently unstable, in part due to
unfavorable electrostatic interactions between R929 and
R953. These unfavorable interactions are overcome by the
binding energy of ATP, which binds in the crevice between
TD1 and TD2 and stabilizes an orientation of TD1/TD2 that
requires the closed TRG conformation. Upon ATP hydrolysis
and subsequent dissociation, TD1 and TD2 are no longer
constrained, and the TRG motif snaps open to its favored
conformation (seen in TRCF), which is, in turn, stabilized by
the insertion of the helicase motif VI a helix in between the
TRG motif helices.
Neither the RH, the TRGmotif, nor the hook structure par-
ticipate in any crystal contacts, arguing that the observed
conformations are not due to crystallization artifacts. The dis-
position of the RH, the TRG, and the hook structural ele-
ments within the heart of the TRCF enzyme likely controlslarge-scale domain rearrangements within the molecule,
particularly D4 via the bending motion of the RH and D7
via the opening of the TRG hairpin.
UvrB Homology Module, UvrA Recruitment,
and the Role of D7
An N-terminal region of TRCF shows sequence similarity
with the UvrB component of the NER machinery (Selby
and Sancar, 1993). For instance, residues 82–219 of
E. coli TRCF are 22% identical with residues 114-251 of Ba-
cillus caldotenax UvrB (Figure 2). This region of both proteins
is believed to function in binding the NER component UvrA
(Selby and Sancar, 1993, 1995a). An N-terminal truncation
of TRCF missing this UvrB homology region, TRCFD[1-
378], is functional for RNAP binding and release of stalled
TECs but appears to be defective in UvrA interaction (Selby
and Sancar, 1995a). Unexpectedly, the structural similarity
with UvrB extends over a much larger segment of TRCF
than indicated by sequence similarity (Figure 4A). TRCF res-
idues 1–349 are structurally similar to B. caldotenax UvrB
(rmsd 3.1 A˚; Truglio et al., 2004) despite low pair-wise se-
quence identity of 16% (Figures 1, 2, and 4; Table S1).
D1a packs intimately against D1b to form a structural unit
with a six-stranded b sheet core to which both domains con-
tribute. In UvrB, structure-function analysis indicated thatCell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 513
residues in D1a and D1b are involved in DNA damage recog-
nition and binding. According to the padlock binding model,
after UvrA-mediated loading, damaged DNA is recognized
by UvrB via a mobile, highly conserved b hairpin that spans
the cleft between D1a and D1b (magenta in Figure 4A) (Theis
et al., 1999; Skorvaga et al., 2002). Interestingly, TRCF is be-
reft of this b hairpin (Figure 4A). In contrast to the Uvr(A)BC
machinery, TRCF acts as a DNA damage marker via pro-
tein/protein interactions with the stalled elongating RNAP,
obviating the need for the b hairpin as a DNA damage sensor
and anchor. As expected from the sequence similarity men-
tioned above, D2 superimposes well (rmsd of 1.7 A˚) with D2
(residues 154–251) of UvrB (PDB ID 1T5L; (Truglio et al.,
2004). These observations provide further support for pro-
posals that TRCF acts as a platform for recruiting the NER
machinery to DNA lesions by direct interaction with UvrA
(Selby and Sancar, 1993).
In addition to the obvious sequence and structural homol-
ogy, there is evidence that TRCF and UvrB utilize a similar
mode of binding to UvrA, as TRCF displaces UvrB from the
Uvr(AB) complex (Selby and Sancar, 1993). To locate poten-
tial UvrA/TRCF interaction sites, sequence conservation
between UvrB and TRCF was mapped onto the surface of
D2 (Figure 4B). The only invariant residue common to both
TRCF and UvrB corresponds to TRCF R181. In B. caldo-
tenax UvrB, this was shown to be part of a larger conserved
surface patch harboring residues involved in UvrA binding
(Truglio et al., 2004). Interestingly, this putative UvrA binding
determinant in TRCF is buried at an interface between D2
and D7 (756 A˚2 buried surface).
D7 is a novel protein fold with a five-stranded b sheet of
mixed polarity capped by a three-membered helical bundle
packed between D4 and D2 and with two helices running
along one face of the sheet. The other face of the sheet par-
ticipates in crystal contacts. The core of this domain shares
some similarity with the C-terminal ‘‘jaw’’ region in the Rbp1
subunit of Saccharomyces cerevisiae RNAP II (rmsd of
3.5 A˚), which is not structurally conserved in bacterial RNAP.
The region of the Rpb1 jaw with similarity to TRCF-D7
does not appear to interact with downstream nucleic acids
in elongation complexes of RNAP II (Gnatt et al., 2001; Ket-
tenberger et al., 2004; Westover et al., 2004a; Westover
et al., 2004b), so the functional significance, if any, of the
Rbp1-TRCF structural similarity remains unclear. C-terminal
truncations of TRCF lacking D7 (TRCFD[998-1148]) are fully
competent for RNAP release (Figure S5), but the precise role
of this domain in TCR remains to be clarified.
By virtue of the interdomain packing, most residues con-
served between TRCF and UvrB in the putative UvrA binding
surface are buried in the D2/D7 interface and are thus not
available for binding UvrA (Figure 4B). The predominantly ba-
sic character of this conserved patch (Figure 4B) suggests
that electrostatic forces are important for this interaction,
which is consistent with previous studies showing that the
UvrA/UvrB interaction is salt labile (Truglio et al., 2004).
These observations suggest a model whereby during
TRCF’s coupling reaction this conserved surface is un-
masked, allowing for recruitment of Uvr(AB). We suggest514 Cell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.that once TRCF engages with the stalled RNAP and dis-
places it, an RNAP-triggered conformational change in
TRCF moves D7 relative to D2, unmasking the putative
UvrA binding surface (Figure 4B). This allows for recruitment
of Uvr(AB) via UvrA binding to D2 andmay also promote pre-
incision complex formation by facilitating dissociation of
UvrA from UvrB. Several lines of evidence are in agreement
with this hypothesis. First, cells expressing a C-terminal
TRCF truncation lacking D7 are hypersensitive to UV radia-
tion due to an inhibition of both TCR and global NER (Selby
and Sancar, 1995a; A.J.S and N.J.S., unpublished data).
Second, this inhibition can be relieved in vitro by addition
of excess UvrA. Third, C-terminally truncated TRCF also pre-
vents UvrA binding to damaged DNA (Selby and Sancar,
1995a). Since UvrB loading onto damaged DNA is the limit-
ing step in the coupling reaction (Orren and Sancar, 1990;
Selby and Sancar, 1995b), these findings, taken together,
suggest that the exposed UvrA interaction site in truncated
TRCF binds UvrA inappropriately and sequesters it away
from NER. Thus, the unproductive interaction of TRCF with
UvrA (in the absence of RNAP-mediated targeting of TRCF
to sites of DNA damage) is deleterious to NER in general.
One role for D7 appears to be to block this interaction until
a conformational change in TRCF, triggered during the
TRCF functional cycle, unmasks the UvrA binding determi-
nant. Highlighting the importance of this role, residues of
D7 that interact with D2 form a highly conserved cluster
spanning E1045 to G1051, and these comprise the only
conserved patch of residues in D7 (Figure 2).
D3, a Nonconserved, Species-Specific Domain
The electron density for D3 (residues 350-456) was of rela-
tively poor quality, and the average B-factor for the domain
is significantly higher than the other structural domains (Ta-
ble S1), suggesting a high degree of flexibility. The core of
the domain is formed by a b sheet of mixed polarity flanked
by a helices. Searches with the DALI server failed to identify
close structural neighbors, and to the best of our knowledge,
D3 represents a novel a/b fold. In an alignment of 65 TRCF
homologs, this domain is poorly conserved and contains
large gaps and/or insertions. In contrast to the 100-residue
D3 domain of E. coli TRCF, this domain is essentially absent
in T. maritima TRCF, while in Neisseria meningitidis the D3
domain contains 262 residues. These observations indicate
that the role of this domain in TRCF function is not essential
and may vary in a species-specific manner.
D4, an RNAP Interaction Domain
A 25-residue, poorly ordered loop traverses 40 A˚ across
TRCF’s concave surface, connecting D3 to D4 (D3-D4
linker, Figure 1B). D4 is an all b Tudor-like domain (Figure 1B)
resembling the KOW domain of the antiterminator NusG
(Steiner et al., 2002), a bacterial elongation factor that asso-
ciates weakly with RNAP (Li et al., 1992; Butland et al.,
2005). Below we present evidence that D4 comprises the
RID.
Although there is no direct evidence for a physical interac-
tion between NusG’s KOWdomain and RNAP (Steiner et al.,
2002), the structural similarity with the TRCF-RID raises the
possibility that an RNAP interaction determinant is located
in this domain of NusG. TRCF lacks the signature KOWmotif
of the NusG family, and molecular surface analyses do not
reveal striking similarities in either sequence or charge distri-
bution. However, there are significant functional similarities
between TRCF and NusG. They both enhance escape
from class II pause sites and are inactive on TECs paused
at class I sites (Artsimovitch and Landick, 2000; R. Landick,
personal communication). Moreover, there is evidence that
NusG is required at certain r dependent termination sites,
and this has been attributed to rescue of backtracked
TECs (Pasman and von Hippel, 2000). This structural similar-
ity likely extends to other elongation factors that interact with
the RNAP, including the bacterial RfaH (Artsimovitch and
Landick, 2002) and eukaryotic Spt5p (Ponting, 2002).
TRCF binding to RNAP is central for all of its known activ-
ities (Selby and Sancar, 1995a; Zalieckas et al., 1998; Zeng
et al., 2000;Washburn et al., 2003). Taken together, previous
biochemical and yeast two-hybrid analyses have identified
a segment of TRCF (corresponding to E. coli TRCF 472-
571) that is required for RNAP binding (Selby and Sancar,
1995a; Rain et al., 2001; Park et al., 2002). Examination of
the structure reveals that the only complete structural domain
within this segment is D4 (residues 479-545; Figures 1B and
2). Using a bacterial two-hybrid assay (Dove andHochschild,
2004), we found that D4 was sufficient to bind a previously
identified determinant within the RNAP b subunit (Park
et al., 2002), and we therefore name it the RID (see below).
Park et al. (2002) defined key structural parameters of the
TEC required for TRCF to act upon it. First, TRCF requires
approximately 25 bps of dsDNA upstream of the TEC. Sec-
ond, yeast two-hybrid analysis identified an RNAP segment
(within the RNAP b subunit residues 1-142; b[1-142]) that in-
teracts with the TRCF-RID. This region of the b subunit is po-
sitioned well to interact with a protein bound to the upstream
DNA (Park et al., 2002). Smith and Savery (2005) identified
a patch of exposed amino acid side chains within this b frag-
ment (residues 117-119) that, when mutated, disrupt TRCF
function, with b-E119A having the most severe effect.
To more precisely define the surfaces involved in this
protein/protein interaction, we identified an amino acid sub-
stitution within the TRCF-RID that disrupted the TRCF/RNAP
interaction. TRCF interaction with stalled TECs can be mon-
itored in vivo by measuring the ability of RNAP to transcribe
past a protein ‘‘roadblock’’ (Chambers et al., 2003). Error-
prone PCR was used to introduce random mutations into
a region of the mfd gene encompassing the RID, and the
library was screened for mutants that conferred a chloram-
phenicol-resistant phenotype on cells carrying a chloram-
phenicol acetyl transferase gene downstream of a Lac re-
pressor roadblock. A chloramphenicol-resistant mutant
carrying a single arginine substitution for L499 was isolated
from a nonsaturated screen. The inability of this mutated
protein to complement an mfd deletion was confirmed by
measuring luciferase activity in an mfd- reporter strain carry-
ing a luc gene downstream of a Lac repressor roadblock. In-
troduction of a plasmid encoding wild-type TRCF decreasedluciferase expression approximately 5-fold, but introduction
of a plasmid encoding TRCF L499R had no effect (Fig-
ure 5A).
To determine whether the inability of TRCF-L499R to
complement the mfd deletion in vivo was the consequence
of a specific defect in the interaction between TRCF and
RNAP, the properties of the purified mutant protein were
examined in vitro. TRCF-L499R exhibited the same ATPgS-
dependent DNA binding activity as wild-type TRCF (Fig-
ure 5B), demonstrating that both the DNA binding and nucle-
otide binding activities of the mutant protein were intact.
TRCF-L499R also retained the ability to hydrolyse ATP (kcat
values determined from the mutant and wild-type proteins
were 8.3 ± 0.4 min1 and 22 ± 3.0 min1, respectively). To
directly measure the ability of TRCF to displace RNAP from
DNA, TECswere stalled at a defined template position by nu-
cleotide starvation andwere then incubatedwith wild-type or
mutant TRCF. Consistent with previous findings (Chambers
et al., 2003; Smith and Savery, 2005), wild-type TRCF re-
moved >80% of the stalled elongation complexes from the
DNA within 5 min, while TRCF-L499R exhibited no RNAP-
displacement activity even after 22 min (Figures 5C and
S6). These in vivo and in vitro data support a model in which
the TRCF-L499R substitution abolishes an activity of TRCF
that is essential for displacement of RNAP from DNA but
that is not required for DNA binding, ATP binding, or ATP-
hydrolysis. The simplest interpretation of these results is
that the L499R substitution disrupts the protein/protein inter-
action between the TRCF-RID and the RNAP.
To directly test whether the TRCF-499R substitution dis-
rupts the interaction between the TRCF-RID and the
RNAP, we used the bacterial two-hybrid assay. Like the pre-
viously performed yeast two-hybrid assay (Park et al., 2002),
this assay allowed us to detect interaction between a frag-
ment of TRCF encompassing the RID (TRCF[472-603]) and
an N-terminal fragment of the RNAP b subunit (Figures 5D
and S7). We found that introduction of the L499R substitu-
tion into the TRCF-RID disrupted its interaction with the b
fragment. In addition, we tested the effect of the b E119A
substitution (Smith and Savery, 2005) and found that it
also disrupted the protein/protein interaction. Moreover,
these results were corroborated by yeast two-hybrid assays
of the same wild-type and mutant TRCF/RNAP fragments
(Figure S8) (Smith and Savery, 2005). In the TRCF structure,
L499 is solvent exposed on the RID surface, well positioned
to make protein/protein interactions with the RNAP, as
shown in a model of the TRCF/TEC assembly described be-
low (Figure 6).
Model for the TRCF/TEC Assembly
To gain insight into TRCF-mediated TEC release, we con-
structed a structural model for the TRCF/TEC assembly us-
ing the Thermus aquaticus TEC model (Korzheva et al.,
2000; Opalka et al., 2003) as a scaffold (Figure 6). Consider-
ations in placing TRCF with respect to the TEC were: (1) The
interaction of TRCF with dsDNA upstream of the TEC must
be in an orientation consistent with the expected direction
of translocation and the known activity of fowardCell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 515
Figure 5. A Single Amino Acid Substitution in the TRCF-RID L499R Specifically Disrupts RNAP-Displacement Activity
(A) TRCF-L499R does not complement anmfd deletion mutant in an in vivo roadblock repression assay (Chambers et al., 2003). E. coli UNCNOMFD (mfd-)
was transformed with the roadblock-repression luciferase reporter construct and with plasmids encoding wt-TRCF or TRCF-L499R. Control cells in which
TRCF was not expressed (No TRCF) were transformed with plasmid pET21a (Novagen). Specific luciferase assays shown (with SD) are the average of three
independent experiments and are expressed as a fraction of the specific luciferase activity of cells lacking TRCF.
(B) TRCF-L499R exhibits normal DNA binding activity. Wt-TRCF or TRCF-L499R was incubated at the indicated concentrations with 0.4 nM end-labeled
DNA fragment ±2 mM ATP or ATPgS (as indicated) and analyzed by EMSA.
(C) TRCF-L499R is unable to displace stalled transcription complexes in vitro. Displacement of stalled transcription complexes from end-labeled DNA frag-
ments bywt-TRCF (open circles) or TRCF-L499R (filled circles) wasmonitored by EMSA (Figure S7) and quantified using a phosphorimager and Imagequant
software. Experiments were performed in duplicate. Data are shown as a percentage of the amount of elongation complex present prior to the addition of
TRCF (t = 0).
(D) Substitutions TRCF-L499R and E119A in the RNAP b subunit disrupt the protein/protein interaction between TRCF and b. A bacterial two-hybrid assay
(Dove and Hochschild, 2004) (Figure S6) was used to detect the protein/protein interaction between TRCF and b. The bar graphs show the results of b
galactosidase assays. For the bacterial two-hybrid assays shown on the left, TRCF residues 472-603 were fused to the bacteriophage lcI protein, and
b[19-142] were fused to the N-terminal domain of a. For the assays shown on the right, b[19-142] were fused to the bacteriophage lcI protein, and
TRCF residues 472-603 were fused to the N-terminal domain of a. Shown below the bar graphs (lanes 1–4) are the results of Western blot analysis (using
an antibody specific for lcI) indicating the amount of each lcI fusion protein present in the cells that were assayed for b galactosidase activity. Levels of IPTG
specific for each construct were used to obtain the protein levels indicated (lane 1, 5 mM IPTG; lane 2, 200 mM; lane 3, 5 mM IPTG; lane 4, 50 mM IPTG).translocating RNAP (Park et al., 2002); (2) The upstream
dsDNA was positioned precisely with respect to TRCF-
TD1 by superimposition with TD1 of the S. solfataricus
Swi2/Snf2DNA complex (Figure S4) (Durr et al., 2005); (3)
The TRCF-RID and its interaction surface (marked by
L499) and the RNAP b subunit interaction surface (marked
by E119) must be apposed to each other.
As mentioned previously, the structural architecture of
TRCF, in which a series of structured domains are linked
by long, flexible linkers (Figure 1B), appears to be amenable516 Cell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.to large-scale conformational changes. In addition, the apo-
form of TRCF determined here does not form a stable com-
plex with DNA—binding of a nonhydrolyzable ATP analog,
such as ATPgS, is required (Selby and Sancar, 1995b).
Thus, our model should be interpreted cautiously, as the
conformation of apo-TRCF observed in our crystal structure
may not correspond to the TRCF conformation in the mod-
eled state. Nevertheless, the modeling constraints com-
bined with minor adjustment for the trajectory of the up-
stream DNA (which is not precisely positioned in the TEC
Figure 6. Structural Model of the TRCF/
TEC Assembly
Orthogonal views of the TRCF/TECmodel. TRCF
is shown as a backbone worm, color-coded by
domain as in Figure 1B. L499 within the TRCF-
RID (substitution to arginine disrupts the TRCF-
RID/RNAP b subunit interaction; see Figure 5) is
shown in space-filling format. The core RNAP is
shown as a molecular surface (a and u subunits,
gray; b, cyan; b’, pink) with the N-terminal b sub-
unit fragment b[19-142] highlighted in green.
Positions of amino acid substitutions in b that se-
verely (E119, using E. coli b subunit numbering,
shown in red) or moderately (I117/K118, yellow)
affect TRCF interactions (Smith and Savery,
2005) are highlighted. The DNA template is
shown as a phosphate backbone worm but
with the 25 bp duplex upstream of the transcrip-
tion bubble (14 to 38 with respect to the ac-
tive site at +1) required for TRCF function (Park
et al., 2002) highlighted in pink. (top) Top view
of the TRCF/TEC assembly with the downstream
direction towards the upper right. The D7 domain
has been removed since it obscures the RID.
(bottom) Orthogonal view showing the potential
interaction between TRCF-D1b; the RNAP
b flap is seen in this view. The RNA transcript
emerges from the RNA exit channel underneath
the b flap.model and is likely to be dynamic; Korzheva et al., 2000) re-
sulted in a model with no steric clashes (Figure 6).
In the model, TRCF interacts with approximately 23 bp of
the dsDNA upstream of the TEC (Figure 6), consistent with
the finding of Park et al. (2002) that 25 bp of upstream
dsDNA were required for TRCF function. TRCF positions it-
self against the entire upstream face of the RNAP, explainingwhy TRCF does not act on transcription complexes contain-
ing the s subunit (Park et al., 2002). TRCF would make se-
vere steric clashes with structural elements of the s subunit,
which also binds to the upstream face of the core RNAP
(Murakami et al., 2002; Vassylyev et al., 2002).
In addition to the TRCF-RID/RNAP b interaction, the
model reveals a potential secondary interaction betweenCell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 517
D1b and the evolutionarily conserved RNAP b flap (Figure 6).
This is an interesting observation as the b flap, a flexible do-
main covering the RNA exit channel (Korzheva et al., 2000),
is known to have an important role in intrinsic termination
(Toulokhonov and Landick, 2003). Although D1b is not es-
sential for RNAP binding or release (Selby and Sancar,
1995a), one can imagine that a TRCF-triggered conforma-
tional change in the flap could modulate TEC stability and
consequently the kinetics and efficiency of RNAP release.
This would also explain why TECs stalled at the class I his
pause are not susceptible to TRCF attack (R. Landick, per-
sonal communication)—contacts with a class I pause hairpin
likely stabilize the flap in an altered orientation that might pre-
vent the proper TRCF/RNAP interaction and also prevent
RNAP isomerization to a low-stability conformation capable
of forward translocation to either resume RNA synthesis or
release the nucleic acid chains.
Conclusions
TRCF consists of a compact arrangement of structured do-
mains linked by long, flexible linkers. This architecture ap-
pears ‘‘primed’’ for large-scale conformational changes.
The scale of conformational changes is evident fromcompar-
isons of the apo-TRCF translocationmodule with the translo-
cation module of the closely related RecGADP complex
(Figure 3). The structural comparison of alternative states in
the nucleotide hydrolysis cycle reveals a large-scale rotation
of TD2with respect to TD1 (Figure 3A) but also focuses atten-
tion on the role of the TRG motif in transducing chemical en-
ergy of nucleotide binding/hydrolysis into mechanical energy
through its influenceon thehookandRH (Figures 3Cand3D).
These conformational changes, triggered through the ATP-
hydrolysis cycle, are key to the translocation activity of TRCF.
Additional conformational changes, such as movement of
D7 to unmask the UvrA binding determinant within D2
(Figure 4B), may be triggered by other events in the TRCF
functional cycle, such as RNAP binding or RNAP release.
The action of TRCF forward translocates backtracked
TECs until the RNA 30-OH is in register with the RNAP active
site (Park et al., 2002). In the presence of impediments to
elongation of the transcript (i.e., roadblocks in the form of
DNA binding proteins, DNA lesions, or the absence of NTP
substrates), the continued action of TRCF results in the dis-
sociation of the TEC and termination. In principle, one could
imagine that any sufficiently strong DNA-tracking motor ap-
plying force to the RNAP in the downstream direction could
induce forward translocation and termination. For instance,
a transcribing RNAP molecule is indeed capable of inducing
forward translocation of a downstream, stalled RNAP
(Epshtein and Nudler, 2003; Epshtein et al., 2003). Never-
theless, Trautinger et al. (2005) observed the formation of
RNAP ‘‘pile-ups,’’ arrays of transcribing RNAP molecules
backed up by a stalled, leading RNAP, demonstrating that
even multiple transcribing RNAP molecules applying force
to the lead RNAP in the downstream direction do not cause
it to dissociate. Thus, a transcribing RNAP molecule, which
is one of the strongest known molecular motors (Gelles
and Landick, 1998; Wang et al., 1998), is unable to dissoci-518 Cell 124, 507–520, February 10, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.ate a stalled TEC, while TRCF does so relatively rapidly. This
indicates that the action of TRCF to terminate the TEC in-
volves more than forward translocation of the RNAP but
also involves specific protein/protein or protein/nucleic acid
interactions that destabilize the TEC and promote termi-
nation. Thus, TRCF activity is of interest for insights it may
provide into the way TECs can be dissociated to terminate
transcription. Other key questions on the mechanism of
TRCF function include the nature and timing of TRCF confor-
mational changes during the steps of the TRCF-mediated
TCR reaction (recognition of a stalled RNAP; forward trans-
location of the RNAP to the transcription block; RNAP
release and transcript termination; recruitment of the NER
machinery to the site) and the details of protein/protein inter-
actions between TRCF/RNAP and TRCF/UvrA. The TRCF
structure, combined with biochemical studies detailing
TRCF/RNAP interactions, allowed us to generate a structural
model of the TRCF/TEC assembly that provides a framework
for the design and interpretation of future experiments to ad-
dress these questions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Details of the cloning, overexpression, purification, crystallization, and
preliminary structural analysis of E. coli TRCF are presented elsewhere
(Deaconescu and Darst, 2005). Briefly, full-length E. coli TRCF was crys-
tallized at 4ºC by hanging-drop vapor diffusion against 100 mM HEPES,
pH 7.5, 75 mM (NH4)2SO4, 28% pentaerythritol ethoxylate (Gulick et al.,
2002), using a protein concentration of 10 mg/ml and a 1:1 protein:crys-
tallant ratio. The structure was solved by single-wavelength anomalous
dispersion (SAD) using data collected from a selenomethionyl-substituted
crystal at 4 A˚ resolution. Subsequently, a 3.2 A˚-resolution data set was
collected, and this was used for phase extension, generating excellent
electron density maps (Figures S1 and S2) (Deaconescu and Darst,
2005). The atomic model was built manually using the program O (Jones
et al., 1991). The anomalous difference Fourier map (locating Met resi-
dues) was used as a guide for register assignment. After building approx-
imately 80% of the model, NCS averaging with masks generated around
individual domains, and refinement of NCS operators with DM was used
(Cowtan, 1994). The map was subsequently improved through iterative
cycles of refinement against the 3.2 A˚ amplitudes and SIGMAA-weighted
phase combination using CNS (Brunger et al., 1998). Tight 2-fold NCS re-
straints were applied early during refinement but were relaxed as the
model improved. The refined model contains residues 2-1147 of mole-
cule A, 5-1147 of molecule B, five HEPES molecules, three SO4
2 ions,
and 120 water molecules. Structure refinement statistics are presented
in Table 1.
Methods for the isolation of TRCF mutants, luciferase assays, RNAP
displacement assays, DNA binding assays, yeast two-hybrid assays,
ATPase assays, and bacterial two-hybrid assays (Figures 5D and S7) fol-
lowed those previously described (Chambers et al., 2003; Dove and
Hochschild, 2004; Smith and Savery, 2005) but with modifications de-
scribed in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include eight figures, one table, Experimental Proce-
dures, and References and can be found with this article online at http://
www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/124/3/507/DC1/.
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